MACK GRANITE MEDIUM HEAVY DUTY

TO FIT YOUR BUSINESS
The Mack ® Granite™ Medium Heavy Duty delivers the durability you expect from a Mack truck, yet it’s optimized
to fit the way you work today. It’s ideally configured for shorter runs and lighter-duty cycles, but still gives you
the strength to tackle a host of rugged applications.

MACK GRANITE MEDIUM HEAVY DUTY

9-LITER ENGINE: The Granite MHD is equipped with a Cummins® ISL9 345 HP
engine with a maximum torque rating of 1,150 lb.-ft.

TRANSMISSION OPTIONS: Either an Eaton® -Fuller® manual or Allison® automatic
transmission is available to fit the needs of your application.

“D” SHAPED FUEL TANKS: Available in painted steel, aluminum and bright-finish
aluminum, this unique design lets you hold more fuel in the same space. A 6.6 gallon
integrated DEF tank is standard.

CORNERSTONE ™ CHASSIS: This proven Mack chassis provides rock-solid
performance, durability and reliability. Cornerstone’s constant frame rail height and high
strength steel alloy design creates stronger, lighter frames. Now with the new 7 mm frame
rail thickness ideal for the Granite MHD, the Cornerstone chassis offers four frame rail
thicknesses (7, 8, 9.5 and 11.1 mm).

UNIMAX™ AXLES: UniMax steer axle hubs are sealed and maintenance free and
require no servicing. The short distance from bumper to tire provides front-end swing
clearance, outstanding wheel cuts and an exceptional turning radius. The 16,000-lb. axle
capacity is best suited for the Granite MHD. Four additional axle options are available
(12,000, 14,600, 18,000 and 20,000-lb. capacity).

GALVANIZED STEEL CAB: The Granite MHD is built with a durable galvanized steel
cab that is mounted on airbags and shocks, so while the truck soaks up the rough stuff, the
driver stays comfortable, rested and productive.
For more information on the Mack Granite Medium Heavy Duty, call 1-800-922-MACK (6225)
or visit macktrucks.com to find a dealer near you.
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